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Avorio Lime猀琀漀渀e
The inspiration for this tile was drawn from the light beige limestone 

quarried in Croatia. This stone is characterised by its warm beauty and 
hardy quality, commonly used for exterior and interior walls, floors, 

countertops and monuments.

With Cushionstone you can experience the luxury of Avorio Limestone in 
your home at a fraction of the cost.

The modern look of stone and ceramic floors has proven to be a popular and enduring 
choice amongst warmer climates like Australia. In the past, homemakers have 

experienced difficulties with repairs and removal of their stone and ceramic floors. 
Cushionstone, as per its name, delivers all the beauty of natural stone and ceramic, 

along with all the benefits of vinyl flooring. 

The range was developed to bring the raw elegance of stone into your home and 
yet enjoy the comfort underfoot of Cushionstone’s resilient layers. Combined with a 

fibreglass core, heavy duty wear layer and PUR surface protection, you can have peace 
of mind in your floor’s ability to withstand the rigors of our fast paced lifestyles.

1. PUR Surface Protection

2. 0.5mm Heavy Duty Wear Layer

3. Design Layer 

4. Resilient Comfort Layer

5. Fibreglass Core

6. Resilient Comfort Layer

7. Balance Backing Layer



Blue猀琀漀渀e C漀渀cr攀琀e



Ven攀琀ian Terrazzo
The humble beginnings of Terrazzo go back more than 500 years, to 
Italy. While marble was the material of choice at the time, Venetian 

construction workers began mixing scraps from upscale jobs with clay to 
create inexpensive flooring for their own homes and patios. Terrazzo was 
also influenced by Roman mosaic designs like seen in the image below 

from the Herculaneum in Rome. 

With Cushionstone you can introduce Italian flair into your home interior.



Peperino C漀渀cr攀琀e



Bas愀氀t
Basalt is one of the most common stones on the earth’s surface and is 
found in many locations around the world, both on land and under the 

sea.  Used in construction from cobblestones to facades, it can be found 
in interiors as countertops, feature walls, fireplaces and floors. Shown 
below are the basalt columns found on Reynisfjara Beach in Iceland. 

With Cushionstone you can bring the raw beauty of Basalt into your 
home.



N愀琀ur愀氀 C漀渀cr攀琀e



Bianco Carrara
Carrara marble is famous all over the world for its classical colouration 

and stunning marble pattern. It is used for acclaimed works of art, 
historical monuments and buildings of great importance. Bianco Carrara 
marble is known for its white and grey tones and is a popular choice for a 
bright and elegant room. Below is an image of a marble quarry located in 

Carrara, Tuscany, Italy.

With Cushionstone you can introduce the elegance of Bianca Carrara into 
your home. 



Age渀琀o Lime猀琀漀渀e



Bianco Carrara N愀琀ur愀氀 C漀渀cr攀琀e Ven攀琀ian Terazzo Blue猀琀漀渀e C漀渀cr攀琀e

Avorio Lime猀琀漀渀e Bas愀氀t Peperino C漀渀cr攀琀e Arge渀琀o Lime猀琀漀渀e

CST1-1601 CST1-1602 CST1-1603 CST1-1604

CST1-1605 CST1-1606 CST1-1607 CST1-1608



Usage:  Residential / Light Commercial

Tile Size:  500mm x 500mm

Total thickness:  5.0mm

Wear layer:  0.55mm

Tiles per carton:  10 tiles

M2 per carton:  2.5m2

Warranty:

LIFETIME

www.kenbrock.com.au

Produ挀琀 Specific愀琀i漀渀s

15 YEARS

Proud member of the Gerflor Group


